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**Synopsis**

The Best Bible Study Tool Available Only one concordance includes the best of Vine’s Complete Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words: The New Strong’s Expanded Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible. The Hebrew, Greek, and Aramaic dictionaries now have three times more word study information than any other edition. Plus additional cross-references from leading dictionaries make this the ultimate reference tool for pastors, teachers, and all students of the Bible. Features Include: The only Strong’s that includes Vine’s Complete Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words Words of Christ in red Complete topical index of the Bible Hebrew, Greek, and Aramaic dictionaries now have three times more word study information than any other edition Additional cross-references and word study helps from leading dictionaries
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**Customer Reviews**

Ok. I thought I had the "Strongest" concordance, but when I picked this one up and looked at it, I realized that I had fallen prey to a marketeer’s clever play on words. Nelson’s New Strong’s Expanded Exhaustive Concordance blow’s Zondervan’s out of the water. The substantially expanded Greek and Hebrew dictionary definitions alone make this volume indispensible to any student of God’s Word who owns a KJV. Like the "Strongest", it has all of the nice extras like a complete topical index of the Scriptures, and convenient alphabetical page markings. It is about twice as thick as Zondervan’s concordance, partly because of the 600+ pages of Greek and Hebrew dictionaries(Compared to about 200 in the competitor’s volume,), and partly because the print is larger (and WAY clearer and easier to read) than Zondervan’s. The only thing "stronger" about the
competitor's book is a better quality binding. This one isn't bad by any stretch, but Zondervan's lay-flat Smythe sewn binding is definitely better. That being said, I'm planning on giving my other concordance to my brother. This one's a keeper!

Finally, a Strong's concordance with the insight of Vine’s dictionary. Strong's has long been recognized as THE concordance for the KJV. One of the most critical and highly criticized area of Strong's is the Greek and Hebrew dictionaries. Some have felt that these dictionaries can sometimes lead the reader to a false conclusion that these definitions are the only meaning to the words defined. Now with Vine's insights added to many of the Words, this complaint is lessened. Even before this edition of Strong's, many got by with the definitions that were found in the dictionaries. Now with the insights of Vine’s dictionary, these definitions are more accurate and should give one added information and better clarification for many words found in the Bible. Highly recommended.

I bought this for my son who is in prison. You might think this is a bad thing, but God has given my son a ministry from the inside out. When God is finished with him he will come out. He has led 10 men to Christ so far. He said it was the best concordance and it has helped him to bring the light to the Gospel in a greater way. Patricia Menville

Here is a short simple review on (The New Strong's Expanded Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible) (Red-Letter Edition) As a Student of not only the bible, but also the original languages. I must say i am simply amazed at this version of Strong's, and not only the product, but also these sellers. i got it even days before i was supposed to always a plus. that about covers my happiness with the sellers, although i still feel i am not giving them the justice they deserve. but now onto the product itself, it is a hard back which i usually can not stand, but for something even this thick it works. this strongs is done in easy laid out sections. it gives you an introduction, how to use etc, then goes into a concordance of all the words used in the KJV, also other translations as i was suprised a added bonus not mentioned. from the concordance it then goes into the strongs number section of Hebrew, then Greek, respectfully. and yet another awesome bonus not in many Strong's, is not only the words of our Lord in red (although all of the word of God is inspired of course) but the cool addition of some of vines best Definitions of not only the english but also on the hebrew and greek. there is also a complete topical index to the bible i did not know i was getting which is great, a chart of the harmony of the gospels, Teachings and illustrations of Christ, The parables of Jesus Christ,
The laws of the bible, Prayers of the bible, the Jewish calendar, Jewish feasts, Monies and weights, New testament monies, Measures of length, Dry measures and liquid measures. For those who took the time to read this, thank you and God bless. I was trying to write a review quickly, so I apologize for missing pronunciation and spacing etc. but wanted to get it all in. What you will get with this awesome addition for pastors, and students alike. In Christbrother Travis.

This is a fairly comprehensive work on the details of the Old and New Testament vocabulary. There are good renditions of the Hebrew and Greek dictionaries. Each word contains a name, definition and Biblical reference. The words of the Savior are highlighted in red for ease of identification. For instance, the word "Abba" is Aramaic for father. This book would be invaluable as a scholastic research document for biblical scholars, language enthusiasts, historians and a wide constituency of academicians both here and abroad. It is well worth the price charged.

I've never looked at a Strong's before and was slightly intimidated by the amount of information I would be getting. After a few minutes of getting the feel for it I'd already learned quite a bit and confirmed some things that I was really interested in. As I study the Bible I sometimes find myself grabbing the Strong's and going more in depth into God's Word. It's very easy to follow and understand and I highly recommend this to anyone from complete newbie (like me) to a John MacArthur level bible scholar.
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